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We found an Eastern student
who was willing to have her
lengthy locks chopped off and
donated to a charity program.
Find out why she and two other
students chose to send their hair
to Locks of Love. See page B1

Progress
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Regents vote, allow alcohol on campus
Co-editor
The debate that haa
engaged campus since
February 2001 has finally
come to an end. Eastern's
Board of Regents voted unanimously and without discussion Friday to dampen "The
Campus Beautiful" with a little bit of alcohol.
The policy allows alcohol
to be served at events in the
Stratton, Perkins and Keen
Johnson buildings, the
Moberly Building's multipurpose room, the Campbell
Building's Giles Gallery and
lobby and designated tailgating areas.
In addition, alcohol will be
permitted in the Business
and Technology Center when
it is constructed.

Denham said Tuesday she
served, at her discretion.
Although an Alcohol Task has seen the Board-approved
Force
appointed
in policy, and thought the recSeptember 2001 submitted its ommendations her committee
plan for a policy to the sent to the president accuPresident's Office in the rately represented the views
spring, Glasser told the of the entire university.
Denham said any alcohol
Board Friday that she decided to wait to submit her rec- policy could have potential
negative effects, and that peoommendation.
In the meantime, Glasser ple need to understand the
said after consulting with fac- policy's correct intent, which
ulty, staff, students and the is not to promote drinking
Richmond community, she among students or faculty,
ended up submitting to the but to increase opportunities
Board a policy that slightly for the university.
The new policy, according
differed from what the Task
to Glasser and Vice President
Force had recommended.
Glasser added a few loca- for Administrative Affairs
tions to the list and, accord- Doug Whitlock, will go into
ing to Task Force Chair effect as soon as ARAMARK,
Gayle Denham, clarified a few Eastern's food services
areas the committee left gen- provider, obtains a license to
eralized, such as tailgating.
See BEER, A4

Waiting to
The alcohol poMcy ahouM
go Into •Had a* aoon aa
ARAMARK gats a stala
scenes to serve •quor,
which should be sometime batwaan Dae. 1 and

Jan.1.
Alcohol will still not be
allowed in residence halls,
classrooms and university
offices, and where it is
allowed, the drinks will be
limited to beer and wine only.
According to the policy.
President Joanne Glasser also
has the right to approve other
areas where alcohol may be

New lot to take
Summit houses

ONE LAST TIME

BY JAWE VWSON

Co-editor

Krtn MsrtWPregraM
In ceremonies honoring his career after Saturday night's toss to
Southeast Missouri State, Roy Kidd addressed a crowd of people

who stayed after the game to hear him apeak. Wdd wUI retire at the
end of thla season, his 39th as head football coach.

Roy Kidd coaches
final home game
___

PROGRESS STAFF RBWT

In the end, all he wanted to say was "thank you" to the
people who stuck behind him for 39 years and who
stuck around after Saturday night's game.
One last time, Roy Kidd addressed his players in the
locker room, 16 of whom were seniors hanging up their
uniforms at home for the last time that night One last
time, he walked off Hanger Field and off the grass that
saw him win many of his 314 games.
But before it was all over, he took the time to stand at
the 50-yard line, look up in the stands and just say thanks.
See more Progress coverage of Roy Kidd's last home game on
the Sports pages, from game scores to Kidd s thoughts as he
gets ready to retire.

Ksvin MartirVProgfess
Coach Roy KkJd wW go for win No. 315 during final game of hie
career Nov. 21 when the Colonels travel to Tennessee Tech.

Eastern's Board of Regents
unanimously passed a parking
proposal to alleviate some of
the university's parking frenzy
on Friday. The proposal, recommended by the University
Parking Committee, calls for
the installation of an additional
200 parking spaces for commuter students.
The parking committee,
appointed earlier this semester
by Eastern President Joanne
Glasser, was assigned the task
of reviewing campus parking
following the re-zoning of the
Lancaster Avenue Parking Lot
from general to residential and
a boost in enrollment. Doug
Whitlock, chair of the committee and vice president for
administrative affairs, told
regents Friday the committee
has been working on a number
of parking issues, but that commuter parking has been at the
top of the group's list
The first part of the committee's proposal calls for commuter parking expansion in
the existing Van Hoose and
Dizney Building parking lots.
The university plans to pave
the two grassy areas between
the Van Hoose Parking Lot
and Van Hoose Drive, adding
an additional 100 parking
spaces.
This part of the project also
will involve removing the grass
plot that runs between the
Dizney Parking Lot and John
Hanlon Drive, adding another
20 diagonal parking spaces.
Eastern also plans to demolish two houses it owns on
Summit Street, which runs
near Telford Hall. The houses
will be razed to enlarge a 40car commuter lot adjacent to
the two properties.
There's already a vacant lot
there where a house burned a
few years ago," Whitlock said.
"We're also proposing that we
raze 216 and 220 at Summit
and convert the lota that those
houses sat on to parking as
welL"
Together, the vacant lot and
property gained from razing
the two nouses will allow for an
additional 120 parking spaces,
Whitlock added.

Eastern will lose about
$2,496 a month in rental
income from the two properties on Summit Street once
demolished. The property at
216 Summit Street was the
location of three incidents
reported to Public Safety in the
past several weeks, including
alcohol and drug violations.
"But we really think that
the improvement of the parking opportunities for our commuter students, especially on
this north side of the campus,
more than justifies that investment on the part of the institution," Whitlock said. "As it currently stands, our commuters
have really no opportunity to
park on the north side of the
bypass, other than the coliseum lot and the lots by the
Moberly Building. This will
provide a commuter parking
opportunity reasonably close
to the side of the campus
where the Campbell Building
and some other structures
are."
Regent Jane Boyer asked
Whitlock if the university
would be able to place the residents of the two Summit houses somewhere else after
demolishing the property.
"We would work to house
them immediately in other university houses," Whitlock said.
They would have priority in
other university housing."
One of the residents in
those homes is Garney Smith,
an electrician for Eastern who
lives at 216 in apartment No. 1.
"I hope they give me something as nice as this." Smith
said. "But I doubt that will happen."
Regent Cookie Henson
asked how paving the grassy
areas would "affect our campus beautiful."
"If you look at these two
areas, they are just trapped
grassy spots," Whitlock said.
He added paving over the
areas would not result in the
loss of any trees or other landscape.
Whitlock said the university
projects the coat of the first
part of the project at around
$75,000 and the second about
$96,000. Friday, the Board
See LOTS, A4

Smooth
stops
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Applications to be the
graduation speaker at faH
commencement ceremonies
are due Friday.
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Allison Harris, a performer
in the EKU Dance
Theater's Fall Concert
performs to Michael
Jackson's "Smooth
Criminal" at a rehearsal
Sunday. The Fa* Concert
runs through tonight, at S
p.m. hi the new Student
Services Budding
auditorium.
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In other business...

.#>

Besides approving an alcohol policy and a new plan
for commuter parking, the Board of Regents also had
the following items on its agenda Friday:

Budget reduction
The Board of Regents passed a mid-year budget;
plan Friday, after Glasser asked the Regents to approve a |
to accommodate a state budget cut of up to 5 percent
"We remain very concerned with our budget — in particular with our state appropriation," Glasser said to the Board
Friday. "When the actual cut comes, it could be more or It
could be less (than 5 percent).*
Although the General Assembly of Kentucky has not yet
adopted a budget for the 2002-2004 biennium, Gov. Paul Patlon
implemented, by executive order, an emergency-spending plan
for the fscal year 2003. The university is currently operating
iinyflT frja. *T*yi'g» nry-«p»fwliTMr r4»"

The emergency-spending plan and the original budget are
based upon revenue estimates that were not met in the 20012002 year or the current year-to-date. Due to this. Eastern officials have been advised to anticipate a midyear budget reduction of between 3 and 5 percent of our current state appropriation.
Although the cut concerns Glasser, the president and the
cabinet have been addressing the issue in hopes of reducing
the negative effects of the cut

Retirement Transition Program
Eastern's Board of Regents also approved an update on the
Retirement Transition Program it passed last year.
Effective immediately for the 2003-2004 academic year, the RTP
has been updated to provide employees with a 50 percent payment,
rather than 37.5 percent of an individual's nine-month base salary for
up to three years. Employees can only sign up for the 50 percent payment option during the 20032004 academic year. All other policies of
the RTP will continue to apply as currently stated.
Eastern officials hope the RTP update will help die university with
the budget cut situation it is facing and is expected to continue to deal
with in the future. In the original program, employees taught up to
three years while preparing to move into retirement While individuals were in the original program they would get paid 37.5 percent of
their normal full-time salary. However, the Board passed an update
option to the retirement program stating if employees decide to enter
the program, instead of being eligible for 37.5, they will be eligible for
50 percent of their salary.

Course fees

The list of approved items from the Board of Regents Friday
also included the reduction of course fees for the College of
Business and Technology.
"There were some tees primarily in the College of Business
and Technology that when they were set they were set higher
than they needed to be and now they are going to be lowered,"
said Doug Whitlock. vice president of administrative affairs.
BEM 300, 370, 375, 401 and 402 and EET 252, 253 and 257
course fees were taken away. COM 490 fees were reduced to $5.
Stones by Cassondra Kirtjy, news editor

Ira rai ittkiu rat PuMtora
EBiimraitP
EIIN SI 51 $S 51/lr
IpkaamgMSMi TuMon Rewrite

nt Plan, up to $2000 a year*

• 20-gs mmlmm»wastes* os»2 maw a easts), taring at 11
Kevin Marttn/ProgrM*
Eastern President Joanne Glasser gives her report to the Board of
Regents Friday. The Board's action included reducing course fees.

Bucks for Brains Program
On Friday, the Board accepted a number of endowment gifts,
presented by Acting Vice President for University Advancement
Sue Feamster. The endowment gifts, accepted by the Board, will
now qualify for money matching through the Council on
Postsecondary Education's Bucks for Brains Program, making
Eastern eligible to receive $4.9 million over a two-year period.

The new O'Donnell Hall
After taking into consideration requests from alumni and
other university-related individuals. Eastern's Board of
Regents passed a motion Friday that wfil name the auditorium
in the Student Services Building after Eastern's fifth President
W. F. O'Donnell.
In order to build the Student Services Building, Eastern had
to destroy O'Donnell Hall, which was named for Eastern's
longest serving president ODonneD's tenure as Eastern's fifth
president spanned from 1940-1959. Ironically, the auditorium,
which wiD now take O'DonnelTs name, is positioned in the
same location as the original O'Donnell HaB.

Addition to the faculty handbook
(Review of president)
The only proposal not passed at the Board of Regents meeting
Friday was a recommendation that a new section be added to the
faculty handbook. The section would make it possible for the faculty to be involved in the review of the Eastern president
The Faculty Senate (passed May 6, 2002), Faculty-at-Large
(passed August 12. 2002) and President Joanne Glasser recommended the new section. Section V, to be added to the faculty
handbook. However, the Board was not comfortable with sanctioning its responsibilities to other individuals.
"It is the Board's responsibility to hire and fire the president"
Fred Rice, chair of the Board of Regents said. "We dont want to
delegate the authority. We realize the president did recommend
this, but we felt like we've been around here longer."
Although Rice said the Board welcomes input from the faculty,
he just did not feel comfortable passing this policy, but was willing to review the issue further.

am. and 11 p.m.
• A* a UPS Haiti or untoadar. you *■ enjoy ona of tie beat wage and
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Contact us to learn moie ebou emptoymant opponuntaaa wan UPS.

Call is at 1-888-WORK-UPS
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Top Ten QtftB^j
Reasons
To Visit «5ss^s^
10. Largest selection of Candleberry Candles.
9. Home of Dept 56 Villages & Snowbabies.
8. Winter Wonderland of Snowmen.
7. Unique Wreaths & Arrangements.
6. Wonderful selection of Seraphim Angels.
5. Lee Middleton and Virginia Turner Dolls.
4. Pewter, Brass, Lamps, Pictures, Lace ...
3. Limited Edition Fontonini Navities.
2. Boyds, Boyd's, & More Boyd's.

#1 40 Days Till
Christmas!!!
139 N. Keeneland Dr. 1-75 Ex. 90

624-0025
Hours: Mon. • Sat. • 9 a.m.- 7 p.m.
Sun. 12:30 • 6 p.m.

Matt Mil Maatt Mag Matt
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► News Briefs
Complied by Glna VaHe

Forum to discuss
parking, crosswalk
Commuters concerned
about the availability of parking on campus or the quality
of commuter parking lots will
be able to voice their concerns during an open forum 46 p.m. Wednesday in the
Kennamer Room of the
Powell Building.
Another forum to address
Lancaster crosswalk issues will
be held 6:30-8:30 p.m.
Wednesday in the Kennamer
Room of the Powell Building.
During the meeting, student safety will be discussed
and possible alternatives to
the crosswalk will be raised.
Students are encouraged to
attend.

Second VP finalist
to visit next week
Janice M. Edwards, a finalist for the vice president for
student affairs position, will be
on campus Tuesday and
Wednesday to meet the
Eastern community, participate in open forums and have
lunch with students.
Students and student leaders will be able to meet and
question Edwards during an
open forum 1:30-3 p.m.
Wednesday in the Combs
Building, Ferrell Room. An
open forum for faculty, staff
and the Eastern community
also will be held from 3:30-5
p.m. Wednesday in the same
location.

Walt Disney World
offers internships
The Walt Disney World

►

PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS

HELP WANTED
College
Program
for
Internship Possibilities will
host a presentation at 5 p.m.
Wednesday in the Student
Services
Building
Auditorium.
Those interested in interviewing for an internship must
attend the presentation.
Interviews will be conducted
Thursday.
For more information visit
www.collegeprogram.com.

Progress places at
national convention
The Eastern Progress
brought home the third place
prize in the Best of Show category at the annual National
College Media Convention
held Oct 31-Nov. 2 in Orlando,
Fla.
The paper was judged in the
four-year weekly broadsheet
category by the Associated
Collegiate Press. The Progress
received
third place
for its Oct. 3
"Roy Retires"
issue.
E u n Young You,
Progress
graphics editor,
also
received second place Eun-Young You
honors at the is graphic ediconvention tor for The
for an editorial illustra- Progress.
tion
published Dec. 6
2001, in conjunction with a
story titled "House of Cards."
The story was written by former Progress editor Dena
Tackett and examined the sale
of credit cards on campus.

International
Education Week
Qov. Paul Patton has
declared next week
imsmaeonai coucauon
Week. The week-long ceiebreiton has gained support
from the U.S. State and
Educatfon departments.
Eastern Ie celebrating international education with a
variety of events designed
to promote the international
student community.
Thoee events range from
educational sessions to
Intematlonal storytelling
and a study-abroad fair for
students.
Events for Monday and
Tuesday include:
■ "Salaam Bombay," fHm
from India — 7 p.m.
Monday, Crabbe Library,
Room 108
■ Study Abroad Fair — 10
a.m. Tueeday, side lobby of
PowaH BuHdbig
■-independent Study in
Oaxaca, the Himalayas
and China," a presentation
by David Zurich, Susan
Wotfinbarger and Jeff
Mertz — 3:30 p.m.,
Tuesday, Powell Building,
Jaggers Room
■ International Story
Telling to Pre-Schoolers by
Leyah Lee — 6:30 p.m.
Tueeday, Madlaon County
PuMto Library. 507 Watt
MalnSL^
■ International Film Festival
— 7 p.m Tuesday, Stratton
Bunding, Room 438
* Mon Information on
International Education
Weak can be found at
www.kUBmatlonalaku.adu.

Resort activities, hoepttaNty,
and gorf Internships. Orlando,
Fl. Myrtle Beach and Hilton Head
Island. S.C. Now hiring for all
positions and seasons! Call 1888-859-5293 for more Information and to set up a phone interview. www.AmericanHospltallty
Acadsmy.com.
Child Care: Available in my
home M - F 8 a.m. -5:30 p.m.,
certified. Fun, safe learning environment. Educational curriculum
dally. Full-time or after school
available. Convenient to exit 95.
623-5884.
Need your own Place: Two
bedroom, one bath mobile home
with refridgerator, microwave &
oven can be yours for only
$7,000. For more Information call
Kathy Palmer 624-1782.
Wanted: Eager and smiling
cashiers and customer service
people. Wanted for local wine
and spirit shoppe. Guaranteed
fun and interesting work environment. Must be neat, reliable and
courteous. Interest in wine a
plus. Must be 21 to apply. Call
Pete 0 859-509-0051.

full-time student to share beautiful 4 BR home. 2 minutes from
EKU.
$250/month.
utilities
included, deposit and lease. No
pets 626-3082.
Roommate needed: Beginning
in spring semester 2003. Nonsmoker, female, white, Christian,
clean, preferably in Health Field.
poohkimbearOhotmall.com 706867-2318 ask for Kim.

MISCELLANEOUS
EARLY SPRING BREAK SPE
CIALSI CANCUN & JAMAICA
from $429! Free breakfast, dinners & drinks! Award winning
company! Group leaders free!
Florida vacations from $149!
springbreaktravel.com. 1-800678-6386.
Guarantee the best spring
break prices! South Padre.
Jamaica, Bahamas, Acapulco,
Florida & Mardi Gras. Travel
free. Reps needed. EARN $$$$.
Group discounts for 6+. 1-888THINK SUN (1-888-844-6578
dept 2626) /www.springbreakdiscounts.com.

Bartender Trainees Needed.
$250 a day potential. Local positions. 1-800-293-3985, ext 283.

SPRING BREAK 2003: with
STS, America's #1 Student Tour
Operator. Sell trips, earn cash,
travel free. For information/
reservations, 1 -800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com

Apartment for Rent: Quiet, furnished one bedroom apt, close
to campus. 350/month. utilities
included. No smoking, no pets.
623-2410 or 582-5829.

Wanted!
Spring
Breakers
2003: Reps travel for free. 150%
lowest prices guarantee! Call 1800-795-4786 or e-mail sales O
suncoastvacations.com!

Roommate Wanted: Single,
non-smoker, professional female

#1 Spring Break Vacations:
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,

Bahamas, Mazatlan, Florida, S.
Padre. 110% Best prices! book
now and get free parties and
meals, group discounts. Now hiring Campus Reps! 1-800-2347007 endlesssummertour.com.
SPRING BREAK '03 with
StudentCity.com! Free food &
drinks and 150% lowest price
guarantee! Reps Wanted! Earn 2
free trips, VIP treatment and
cash! Call 1-800-293-1445 or email
salesOstudentcity.com
today.
EARLY SPECIALS.
Spring
Break Bahamas Party Cruise! 5
days, $299! Includes meals, parties!
Awesome
beaches,
nightlife! Departs from Florida!
Get group - go free! springbreaktravel.com.
1-800-6786386.
Do you want to wish someone
a Happy Birthday? Call 859622-1881 to place FREE birthday announcements!
Lost Class Ring: If someone
lost a class ring, please call Pam
Centers at 622-3102, Computer
Science Dept.
WANTED! SPRING BREAKERS 2003: Reps travel for Free.
150% lowest price guarantee!
Call 1-800-795-4786 or e-mail
sales © suncoastvacations.com!

Fratarnltlas • Sororities
Clubs • Student Qroupe
Earn St.OOO - $2,000 till. aamaKtar with * provin
CampuaFundraiaar 3 hour lundratalnQ avanl
Our
proaranw maatao fundratla>lna a»««»v wltn no n«H.
RudclrMlaiiia datoai atro IINIno uulokly. ato ua>l wild Ilia
programl II wtirka Canlaol C«m(»iiaiF»»ficlr«iai«»f ail
(GOO) &23-3Z230. or visit www cmmsjumfunclrmtamr.aom
t

$2 Sierra Nevade Pale Ale Pints Every Tues.
••

■

f, pm.

The University
Diversity Office

Get The Eastern
Progress in your
Inbox.
Regster now on our website and automatically receive
an Email Edition of the paper with every new issue.
Headline News • College Sports • Campus Calendar
Local Weather • Daily Horoscope
It's the best way to stay informed... and it's free.

www.easternprogre8S.com

will host a Gospel Sing on
Sunday, November 17, 2002,
at 4:00 p.m. in the Student Services
Building Auditorium. Featured will
be the EKU Gospel Ensemble, joined
by the Berea Gospel Ensemble, the
Morehead Gospel Ensemble, and
other musical talents. Admission is
free and all are welcome to attend.
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New alcohol policy LOTS: Work on parking lot should begin in spring
result of campus debate
From The Front

From The Front
serve alcohol. That date will
moat likely be between Dec. 1
and Jan. 1, Glasser said.
Other guidelines in the
policy include:
■ Prohibiting students or
student organizations from
sponsoring events where
alcohol will be served.
■ Requiring that drinks at
tailgating
events
be
served/consumed outside
their original containers, in
paper or plastic cups.
■ Making food and nonalcoholic beverages available
at events, limiting attendance
to invited guests and prohibiting any promotions or ads for
events from indicating alcohol will be served.
■ Permitting alcohol to be
served in conjunction with
instructional training at the
College of Justice and Safety
and department of criminal
justice training.

approved declaring as surplus
■ Restricting guidelines to the property it owns on
follow all Kentucky Revised Summit Street so it may be
Statutes.
demolished. The Board also
■ Requiring that groups reallocated $171,000 from the
follow the correct approval $400,000 property acquisition
and application process for fund to go towards expanding
serving alcohol at events.
parking for commuters.
The Alcohol Task Force
Work on the project is
was appointed by Interim expected to begin in the spring
Presiden' Eugene Hughes when blacktop plants reopen,
last year after the Student Whitlock said.
Government Association
What students have
drafted a lengthy policy in an
to say
attempt to resolve what had
become a questionable policy.
Student
Government
The long-standing univer- Association President Lucas
sity guidelines did not allow Hammons, who serves on the
alcohol on campus, but in University Parking Committee,
February of 2001, The said Friday he is happy to see
Progress found that then- the university finally take
President Robert Kustra had action regarding parking.
permitted, attended and
"Since coming to office,
drank at an athletics fundrais- parking is one of the major
er on campus where alcohol concerns
I've
heard,"
was served.
Hammons said.
That event set off a series
Ashlie Baugh, a 20-year-old
of debates on what the cam- junior elementary education
pus alcohol policy should be.
major from Somerset, com-

mutes to school each day and
said additional parking spaces
are sorely needed.
The commuter parking is
limited and it fills up quickly."
Baugh said. "Residents and faculty park in commuter spaces
when they aren't supposed to,
which makes It difficult for me
and other commuters to park"
She added that opening resident and faculty parking for
commuters in night classes
might also help solve some of
the parking chaos.
Bryan Jackson, a 20-yearold junior English major from
Ksvin Maitin/Prograss
Lexington, said "parking is
atrocious" on Eastern's cam- To make room for a commuter parking lot, the Board of Regents
pus — not only for commuters, decided Friday to tear down this house on Summit Street.
but for on-campus residents as
"Every other college has
well. He said he sometimes "... Employees are paid to
parks in the Van Hoose Lot, come here and work, we pay to one, including WKU," he said,
out mostly parks off-campus go here and we get the short noting a garage would benefit
on Summit Street "to avoid end of the parking issue. That all Eastern students. The perparking in the campus lots at sounds misguided: Students fect space, Jackson said, is
near Alumni Coliseum on the
all coots."
come first."
"The Lancaster residence
Jackson's solution for Eastern Bypass.
Glasser said Friday she
lot is never filled, evidence of improving parking for nonan ineffective shift of com- commuter students is to build plans to continue to work on
improving on-campus parking.
muter spaces," Jackson said. a parking garage.

246 W. Main St.
-jgs \ 623-5130

oo<fc

Monday - Friday
Gourmet Lunch Buffet
$7.99 All You Can Eat
Drink Special: $2 Screwdrivers
Express Lunches:
Call & Order a Gourmet
Lunch To Go! 623-5130

Sprint is here.

■i

th^ Greater Washington* V.C. EKU
Alumni AnoUatlon will hold ity
annual/ get together at
Stella* Sunday Brunch
1125 Duke/St. in the/<Xty of Alexandria/,
Virginia/
Sunday, 1 December, 2002
from-11:30 to-12:00 (cathbar)
12:00 to- 2:30 (buffet).
Stella* Kettaurant i* opposite/ the/ KingStreet Metro Subway Station* andi*
acceuibley on the/ Blue/ and/ Yellow line*.
Tree/ parking £*• al*o avotloWe-.
The/ cott to-attend i* only $12.95 and/
thi* include* free/ champagne/.

PCS Phone

a month

Anytime Minutes +

Night* Weekend
minutes

Nationwide

R.S.V.P. Jim Melton
(703)549-2592
AW alumni/, faculty, itaff, and/
frierui* of the/ uruverytfy are/ invited/.

included.

PCSPhont
(mod* LG1010I

Every minute, every Day.
CaH to anywhere in the US from
anywhere on our nationwide network,

Save$200on
two PCS Phones

reaching more than 230 minion people.

with qualifying credit and
activation of new line of service.

Bring in your College ID
to the Cellupage Kiosk in
the University Book Store,
make a test call and
receive 50 Minutes
of FREE long distance.
r150NU/

rttnsc

Sprint Store
525ALeighwayDr
Cotege Park Center
ftchmond,KY 40415
859424-2244

OfficeMax

100 Richmond Mall
Richmond, KY 40475
Cellupage Kiosk

Spectra-Tel
610 Big m Avenue Suite #3
Richmond, KY 40475
859-626-0107
Radio Shack
380 Eastern Bypass
Richmond Mall Suite 252
Richmond, KY 40475

OTJTE

ttr.m*0mi

University Book Store
1092 Lancaster Rd.
Richmond, KY 40475
859-624-0220
Wal-Mart
820 Eastern Bypass
Richmond, KY 40475
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Danville
Radio Shack
1580 Hustonville Rd. #209
Danville, KY 40422
859-238-2842
Satellite Express
224 Jane Trail
Danville, KY 40422
859-238-7873
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► Police Beat: Nov. 1-11
Compiled by Glna Vaile

The following reports have been individuals involved will be
filed with Eastern's Division of assessed the cost for replacPublic Safety.
ing the window.
Nov. 1
Kendri Tackett, of Dupree
Hall, reported someone had
stolen her laptop from her
dorm room. According to the
police report, Tackett noticed a
key to the room was missing
from a table on Oct. 23.
Tackett did not notify hall officials or Public Safety about the
missing key until the laptop
was stolen.
Brett Billings reported his
briefcase missing from Room
71 of Memorial Science
Building.
Nov.2
Nicholas Turner, 23, of
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with disregarding a
traffic control device, driving
under the influence of alcohol, possession of a suspended operator's license and
operating a motor vehicle on
a suspended operator's
license.
Nov. 3
Cassondra Kirby, residential
assistant in McGregor Hall,
reported a McGregor Hall resident had her cell phone stolen
from the bathroom sink on the
first floor.
Darrell Morton. 28. of
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with disregarding a
traffic control device and driving under the influence of
alcohol.
Nov. 4
Gail Himes reported her purse
stolen from Room 19 of the
Powell Building. Contents of
the purse included $400, one
bottle of Loralab, keys, pictures, checks, a MasterCard
credit card, an ATM card, a
maroon billfold and a cellular
telephone belonging to ARAMARK.
Matt Horn, residential coordinator for Keene Hall, reported
a window had been broken at
Keene Hall. Horn stated the
incident was observed on
closed circuit camera. The

Galaxy ,^^
Center ^
Bowling
■s*w

Student grazed
by BB bullet

George Strain reported a student's vehicle in his class was
broken into. According to the
report, the driver's side window had been broken out and
a purse containing $500 cash,
one Mexican identification
card and one Social Security
card were taken. There are no
suspects at this time.

•retool

The Eastern DMeton of
PubHc Safety Is investigating ■ Nov. 6 caae of wanton endanflerment In
Keene Hall.
According to • police
report dated Nov. 11, Matt
Horn, residential coordinator, reported a male
resident had boon grazed
by a bullet from a BB gun
on Nov. 6. The victim
atated he waa sitting at
nla computer when he
observed the auspect
pointing a BB gun at him
and pulling the trigger.
The victim atated the BB
grazed hie shoulder and
ricocheted Into a heating
unit. The victim waa not
Injured.
According to the police
report, the BB gun,
belonging to Aaron Prior,
was recovered. Prior Is
not ■ suspect In the
shooting.
The report stated a witness has provided a written statement concerning
the Incident.

Nov. 5
An Eastern employee in the
Million House reported receiving a harassing telephone call.
Nov. 6
An Eastern employee in the
Stratton Building reported
receiving a harassing telephone call.
Jodi Polanco-Safadit reported
his vehicle had been damaged
while parked in the Alumni
House Lot on Nov. 6 and once
prior on Sept. 26 while the
vehicle was parked on Crabbe
Street.
Garney Smith reported someone had stolen a set of tools
from his unsecured vehicle
while it was parked in the
parking area for 216 Summit
Street.

*

$1.50 per game
Mon. - Frl.
Before 5 p.m.

Music
A Sat.
- Midnight
k's band:

Shock

NTNTHI¥Htm% arrived at Cbampitm|iteNMl

MoRdav Might toownn/2§Frmmi I
1025

AIHIHTK

\\;iv • 624- 4444

Hijinx

between the Alumni Coliseum
Parking Lot and the Begley
tennis courts.

James Street, director of facilities services, reported a projector had been taken from the
Gentry Building.

Rachael Cody,
18. of
Cynthiana, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication.

Matt Horn, residential coordinator for Keene Hall,
reported a theft in Keene
Hall. The victim stated someone had entered her locked
dorm room and taken her
wallet.

Christopher Jones, 18, of
Keene Hall, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication.

An Eastern student reported
being harassed as she walked

Buy 1 game at regular prtca ^■V"
and gat the 2nd FREE!
(Student ID. muatbeprovWed)

"Caraoke
Tues. @ 8"p.m.
Winner Receives a
New Car (Toyota)

Ladles Night
Thurs.
2 for 1 wells

Nov. 7
Jackie Vance, director of
Model Lab School, reported a
fight on the school grounds.

Nov. 8
William Lilly, of Martin Hall,
reported someone had stolen
his Playstation 2 gaming console from his dorm room.

www.galaxybowling.com

Nov. 11

Rhiannon Grote, of Walters
Hall, reported her purse was
stolen from her Combs
office.
Tracey Haney, of Keene Hall,
reported 20 compact discs and
the car stereo stolen from her
locked vehicle in the Keene
Hall Parking Lot

Formerly Void Skateshop Richmond

Invites You To Be Cool
Iff you choose not to accept...well...
I guess you could, urn, STUDY.
105 S. Third St. • Richmond

626-8825

Vernon Martin
Every Wednesday 8 p.
(Accoustic Guitar)

Business Hours
Monday - Saturday • 11 a.m. - Midnight
Happy Hour • 11 a.m. • 7 p.m.

We Deliver Full Menu
11 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Pick up menu In lobby
of your dorm.

GET PAID TO

624-8110

Travis Ford Show

GO TO SCHOOL.

8 p.m. LIVE
every Tuesday.

TALK ABOUT

Come learn about EKU
basketball while
enjoying great food &
drink specials!

ROLE REVERSAL
:

;

Study Abroad
this Year!

^WGJfej.
The U.S. Air Force will pay for you to continue your education

Visit English-speaking countries
with EKU faculty, while EKU
picks up your tuition tab!

while you serve your country as a nurse. Through selection into
the Air Force Institute of Technology program, you could earn
your advanced degree in as little as two years and get paid to do

This year the Cooperative Center
for Study Abroad (CCSA) offers
courses'" England
Ireland
Belize
Barbedos

Ghana
Scotland
Australia
Singapore

it. You'll be part of an elite team of medical professionals who
have chosen to serve their country in this proud institution.
To learn more about Air Force Nursing, please visit airforce.com
or call 1.800.423.USAF to request more information.

enter fa*"

Also, semester-long internships
in London 4 Dublin.
For more information or on application, check out our site at
www.ccsa.eku.edu, or contact Dr. Bonnie Plummer at 2-5981
(borwie.plummer@eku.edu) or Dr. Aime Gossage at 2-2997
(aniw.gossage@eku.edu). Case Annex 291.
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Plus Mentoring Program provides student guidance 7
BYCMOTHELD

«

Contributing writer

The Plus Mentoring
Program at Eastern is a program that students and faculty
alike can benefit from. It was
started four years ago by
Vice President of Enrollment
Management
Aaron
Thompson and has been an
outlet for students to receive
guidance and advice from the
mentors assigned to them.
The Director o the Plus
Mentoring Program. Carol
Elrod, said the program
focuses
on
freshman
mentees. but includes international students, non-traditional students, students with
disabilities or any student
who feels the need for a mentor/mentee relationship.
"I joined a year ago mainly
because I didn't know anybody." said Caraline Roll, a
sophomore pre-occupational
therapy major from Hazard. "I
didn't know much about campus and I didn't know much
about anything."
Mentors join the program
on a volunteer basis and can be

We go out to eat
and we've been
to the Main
Street Gallery
twice, and
sometimes we
run errands
together.
— Kate Williams
Mentor

»
upperclassmen. faculty, staff or
graduate students. The mentors serve as a friend or in a
"big brother/big sister" role to
the mentee.
Both mentors and mentees
are required to fill out an application that gathers information
to better pair the two. This
information includes career

interests, major, gender, interests and hobbies. People may
still be paired if they list no
preferences.
Some may assume that the
program is very time-consuming, but in actuality, the relationship between a mentor and
mentee is as intensive or as
casual as the pair decides to
make it.
"The relationship between
the mentor/mentee is they get
out of it what they put in,"
Elrod said.
Kate Williams, director of
Nova and Roll's mentor, said
she and Roll do things together that allow for conversation.
"We go out to eat and
we've been to the Main Street
Art Gallery twice, and sometimes we run errands together," Williams said.
The important thing is that
both parties benefit from the
relationship. Students receive
advice and guidance, and the
mentors benefit by making
new relationships and helping
someone through problems
they are knowledgeable about
or have already been through.
"The first time I met with

Kate, she helped me pick my
major," Roll said. "If I have any
questions on anything I can
always ask her and if she doesn't know shell find somebody
who does."
Roll and Williams have
nothing but high praises for
the Plus Mentoring program.
The best thing I like about
having a mentor is getting to
do the things we do together
because my friends don't really
like the whole art gallery
thing," Roll said.
"Caroline has been my
third mentee, and each time
it has just been a wonderful
experience for me," Williams
said. "The mentees have
been responsive and I've
been able to have contact
with them on a fairly regular
basis, so I haven't had any
bad experiences."
If you are interested in
becoming a mentor or
mentee with the Plus
Mentoring Program, you can
contact Carol Elrod at 6221383,
e-mail
her
at
Carol.Elrod@eku.edu or stop
by the new Student Services
Building. Room 311 A.

Williams named organizations coordinator
and (learning) what their roles
are on campus." Williams said.
Williams graduated last
There is a new face in the May from Georgetown College
Powell Building's Student with a bachelor's degree in
Development Office. Lindsay communication arts. Before
Williams officially stepped into this position, she worked at the
Chamber of
her new position as coordinator Kentucky
of student organizations Oct. 21. Commerce.
Williams
Williams's job
is to oversee and
applied for the
Lindsay Williams.
lend assistance
position after
to the 180 stufinding the adverEastern's new
dent organizatisement
on
coordinator of student
tions on campus.
Eastern's Web
organizations,
She ensures the
site. Following
oversees each of the
groups follow all
her interview, she
180 student organizauniversity poliwas hired and
tions on campus.
cies that pertain
relocated to the
to them and
Richmond area
helps the groups
Williams calls
generate ideas.
herself a people-pleaser, which is
So far, she has sent out let- an advantage she feels will help
ters to each organization's her in the position.
advisers and presidents, letting
"If everyone is getting along
them know a little about her I've done my job," Williams said.
and encouraging them to come
During her college career,
meet her.
Williams participated in a
"I am new and I look for- sorority, the honors programs
ward to meeting the students and the varsity tennis team.
involved in the organizations
"I know how important stuBY LINDA POLLOCK

News writer

Andi Lindenmayer/Progress
Lindsay Williams is Eastern's new coordinator of student organizations. Williams graduated from Georgetown College last May.

dent organizations are to have
a fulfilling college experience,"
Williams said.
Right now, she is getting to
know the campus and meeting
students. She wants to meet as
many students as she can, so
she encourages students to
stop by. Her office is Powell

128, located in the Student
Development Office.
Williams replaced Natalie
Webb and plans to continue
her predecessor's services.
"If I change anything it
won't be for a while," Williams
said. The way things are now
is just fine."

Andi Lind«nmayer/Progress
Kate Williams, left, serves as Caraline Roll's mentor. The two participate in the Plus Mentoring Program at Eastern and regularly spend r
«
time together, often visiting the Main Street Gallery in Richmond. 4 I

Diversity scholarship offered
Students who wish to make
Eastern a more diverse campus and hope to help the university celebrate diversity
could get a little extra help
paying for higher education.
A newty endowed scholarship, established on behalf of
President Joanne Glasser, is
available to "provide additional
opportunities for students to
have access to high quality
educational programs and services at EKU."
"Equally important is the
fact that the scholarship calls
attention to our commitment
to diversity on this campus,"
Glasser said.
The scholarship was created as an endowment This
means money given by alumni and friends of the university last March during
Glasser's inauguration, combined with matching funds
from the state's Regional
University Excellence Trust
Fund, has been invested.
According to Glasser, die
interest earned from the
investment will be used to

fund the scholarship(s) each
year.
"The number and amount
of the award(s) will depend
upon how much interest is
earned," she said.
Each recipient of the Joanne
K.
Glasser
Diversity
Scholarship is expected to
serve as an advocate for diversity both on campus and in the
surrounding community.
Students who wish to be
considered for the scholarship must have applied for
admission or be enrolled as
a full-time undergraduate at
Eastern, maintain a grade
point average of 3.0 or higher and submit a 250-300
word essay describing what
diversity means to the applicant
The award will be renewable for a maximum of eight
semesters, provided the candidate maintains a 3.0 GPA.
Applications are available
from
the
Financial
Assistance Office and must
be received no later than
Dec. 1.

Mark Stephens, DMD
138 C. N. Keenland Dr. • Richmond
Our priority is Quality care in maintaining a
brilliant white smile, including white fillings,
bleaching. & modern dental technology.
Painless method used by us.
Mon. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
lues. 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Weds. 9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Thurs. 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Fri. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
All Patients Welcome
Please call for an appointment

(859) 626-0069

it's not for everyone,
but that's

[the point]

6)

Sure, Army ROTC isn't a piece of cake. After all, in here you'll push yourself. Test your

We Deliver!
University
Shopping Center
644 Eastern ByPass

(859)624-5949

limits. And in the process, develop skills that'll last a lifetime. Like how to think on
your feet and be a good leader and decision maker. You could even get a scholarship.
Register today for an Army ROTC class. Because you're not just like "everyone."

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college coarse you can take.

Hours:
Mon.- Fri. • 10 a.m.- 9 p.m.
Sat • 11 a.m.- 4 p.m.

cup of soup
with purchase of a
whole sandwich._->

Want a Challenge? Find out about yourself
and test your limits today by calling Major Larkin at 622-1215
^J
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VP candidate pledges to build up student communication
BYQMAVMJ

Assistant news editor

Ryan Bertke/Progress

James Conneely, a candidate for Eastern's vice president for student
affairs position, visited campus Monday and Tuesday. Conneely
spoke with the Eastern community about things as such how he
would handle student apathy if hired and his "ideal" housing program.

As an undergraduate student
he thought his calling was to
work as a special education
teacher. As a graduate student
he decided working with special
needs children was not his calling, but rather a different kind
of 'special" education was —
higher education administration.
"If s something I'm good at
and I really enjoy it," James
Conneely, candidate for vice
president for student affairs
said Tuesday in an open student forum.
A handful of students and
student leaders sat in the
Ferrell Room of the Combs
Building in what Conneely
described as an interactive session. Students asked questions
about what Conneely could
bring to the university and
when a silence would fall, he

Conneely said Eastern dents at Eastern, Conneely
would call on students and ask
them what they thought about should look into co-curricular took a 30-minute break before
transcripts that include the class- heading into another hour and
campus issues.
"The primary reason we are es taken and extracurricular a half interactive session with
here is because our business is activities and organizations par- the faculty.
During this session,
you," he told the students, ticipated in during undergraduConneely addressed an audiadministrators, faculty and ate work.
He said there are three ence of nearly 30 individuals,
staff.
Conneely said if he is chosen groups of students at all universi- including members of the
as vice president, his student ties: the students who do every- housing staff and university
affairs staff must be involved thing, students who never stay faculty, about various issues.
on campus because they have
Conneely explained to the
with the students.
David Casey, president of the other commitments, and those staff what he felt an idea housing program would be. He said
Accounting Association, was one who are in the middle.
"We have to target those stu- the program should be innovaof at least three students who
asked the candidate what he dents who are in the middle," tive, send a positive message to
other educational institutions,
would do to combat apathy, both he said.
Conneely pledged to those in be nationally competitive at a
among students and faculty.
Casey showed a MBA appli- attendance that if he is hired as student affairs level and engage
cation from the University of the VP of student affairs, he will the campus, both faculty and
Kentucky, to Conneely, point- build communication, be consis- student, in social interaction.
"(Eastern
Kentucky
ing out that nearly one third of tent and have contact with the
University) is a school that has
the three-page application asks students of the university.
He believes that students and a future that is very, very
applicants what organizations
they were involved in, what faculty should interact and he bright, Conneely said, "I'm
offices were held and what hopes that will be accomplished looking for an opportunity to
take a new program to new
awards were won during the with his open-door policy.
After meeting with the stu- heights."
undergraduate career.

REC class hosts annual Fall Festival for Madison County students
BY MELISSA ENGLE

Contributing writer

The Weaver Gym was transformed into a celebration of
colors Tuesday as Eastern's
REC 311 class hosted their
annual Fall Festival.
Red, yellow, orange and
green balloons decorated the
walls and tables along with
bright yellow and white twisted streamers. About 30 students from the Madison
County Alternative Program
joined 20 Eastern students in
a day of fun and entertainment.
The festival served a dual

purpose: It rewarded the students, ages 13 to 18, for good
conduct and attendance and
gave Eastern students handson experience.
"It gave me some experience. When I go out into the
workforce, I'll know what
works and what doesn't," said
Tracy Gannon, a junior from
Bowling Green. This definitely works."
"We provide a safe environment for the students as well
as have fun," said Sherry
Jones, professor of the recreational therapy class. The class
hosts a similar festival during
the spring semester called the

Spring Fling.
"We seem to always get a
positive response from the
community and student
involvement each time we do
this," Jones said.
Students enrolled in Jones'
class began preparation for
Tuesday's events nearly two
months ago. Five committees
organized food, games, decorations, marketing and donations.
Donations covered all festival expenses. Students solicited funds from private citizens
and community businesses.
Merchants included banks,
restaurants, grocery stores

and convenience stores. Some
contributed money, while others donated gifts used as prizes
for the games. Altogether. $270
was raised to pay for pizza,
chips, drinks and other needed
items.
Smiles were contagious and
laughter flowed freely as students of all ages came together
to play games like Twister,
Tank, Parachute-Switch and
putt-putt golf.
"I had a really good time,"
said Bryon Locker, a junior
from Berea. "You could tell the
kias enjoyed the games. You
could tell by their faces they
were having a good time."

"In a way, I think they may
have even looked up to us college students," Locker added.
"It may have even made them
want to try harder in school
and go to college themselves.
It just made me feel really
good."
These warm sentiments
were shared by most of the
Eastern students involved.
Madison County students left
with bags of goodies full of free
food certificates, pencils, pens
and gift cards. With the positive feedback from the community, plans for another festival
will be on the agenda for next
semester, Jones said.

Just a note
About 30 students from
the Madison County
Alternative Program
participated in the Fall
Festival hosted by
Eastern students
Tuesday. The event
rewarded students for
good conduct and
attendance.
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624-9241
Got a complaint? Write a My Turn for
our Perspective pages!
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JEAN OUTLET
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Richmond, KY 40475

(859) 626-0520
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Full $20
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By-pass Pizza Hut
EKU STUDENT SPECIAL
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All Positions. Competitive Wages, Flexible
Schedules. Apply Today.

623-2264
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► NewsQujz__

A moistened campus .-.

OK, boys and girls. It's time to
test your knowledge of what's
going on at Eastern. If you
don't know the answers, don't
worry. Just go to
www.easternprogress.com and you
can cheat.
The Board of Regents
passed which new
policy Friday?
$
a) Alcohol
b) +/- grading system
c) Visitation

WINE

Which person set up a
diversity scholarship at
Eastern?

$

a) Joanne Glasser
b) George W. Bush
c) Michael Jackson

Which VP of student
affairs candidate
visited campus Tuesday?

Alcohol policy beneficial to Eastern community
Written in stone — Eastern
finally has a detailed alcohol
policy outlining regulations
about alcohol consumption on campus.
Interim President Eugene Hughes
appointed a task force to make recommendations regarding the establishment of an alcohol policy in 2001 after it
became apparent the university had no
clear policy. Friday, Eastern's Board of
Regents approved a policy permitting
alcohol at specific locations on campus
at certain official university functions
and approved non-university sponsored
functions.
The long-overdue policy provides the

Eastern community with several benefits. Most importantly, it provides students, faculty and staff a policy they can
look at, review and follow. For instance,
guidelines are now in place so that students will no longer have to question
whether alcohol is permitted at tailgating events before games.
Secondly, not only does the policy
outline what's okay and what's not, it
promotes responsible drinking. The policy clearly states that the university will
allow limited" alcoholic beverages —
wine and beer — to be served at specific events. If everyone follows and understands the policy, there should be no
problems with permitting alcohol at cer-

a) Janice Edwards
b) James Conneely
c) Steven Tyler

tain functions.
Eastern's current policy does not
permit serving alcohol at any events,
period, end of sentence. But the university gets tons of requests each
year for exceptions to the policy for
events such as wedding receptions
and retirement functions ... events
that could bring in much-needed
money. Money that could be used
towards things Eastern is now limiting due to budget cutbacks.
The alcohol policy is a win-win situation: Eastern is finally laying down the
law about drinking on campus and the
entire Eastern community will see benefits from the increases in revenues.

Along with the alcohol policy, the Board also passed* proposal to expand commuter paring by 200 spaces.
Eastern will pave the two grassy areas between the Van Hoose Parking Lot and Van Hoos* Drive to
increase the size of the lot adjacent to the Moberly Building, and also remove the grass plot between the
Dizney Parking Lot and John Hanlon Drive to add additional spaces. Two houses Eastern owns on Summit
Street also will be razed in efforts to better meet commuters' needs. Is more commuter parking needed on
campus, why or why not? Does the university have adequate residential parking? Tell us what you think!
To join the debate, go to
.. <www.easternprogress.com>

Kevin Martin/Progress

This Eastern student
and his mother
participated In what
event Saturday?

^

a) Mother/son football game
b) Square dancing class
c) Homecoming

► Campus Comments
StudenisnuybeassessedalOcerUper^^

Cincinnati

I guess they have
to to make up for
costs because I
know everyone on
campus is on a
tight budget

Lexington
r. Forensic
biology
r. Junior

Broadcasting
and electronic
media

You're going to get
fewer people
printing off things
in the library. I'm
definitely going to
go somewhere
else if they're
charging 10 cents a
copy.

MARISHIA

DEIDRA

HAMILTON

TAYLOR

Hometown
Lexington
Elementary
education
Yaar Junior

I don't have a job, so
I don't think that's a
good idea. It makes
it hard on
students if they
don't have any
money.

Lexington
Electronic publishing and
design

I don't think ifs
right because in
the dorms the
computers don't
always work. In
the computer lab
you know you can
always print

Sophomore
Sophomore

The Eastern
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Student offers love advice from past relationships
BRIAN

BtosncA
• Turn

Brian Btosttc* Is
a junior
horticulture
major from
FowlarviHe,
Mich. Ha is the
Online editor of
The Eastern
Progress.

Wow, I hawn't written one of
these in a while. Probably
because all I am in the
office is the "online boy" and I dont
have the same luxuries that the rest
of The Eastern Progress staff has.
That part was just a joke.
Today, class, I'd like to talk about
relationships. Yea, relationships.
Why? Because they are something
that greatly influence our lives. We
sometimes get so involved with
someone that reality no longer
seems to affect us.
Significant others can bring us
comfort, happiness, pain, misery
and contentment Not all relationships are the same, of course, and
do not necessarily involve all of
these feelings. In my case, relationships have brought n.e all of the
above.
Over the course of seven years,
I've had two girlfriends — one for
nearly two years and another for
three years. I've been single for
nearly a year now and still feel a little out of place not being with someone because it had been so long
since I was without a significant
other.
For the last year though, I've
reflected on past years and all that I
had learned about relationships.
Everything that happens in Hfc can •
be used as a learning experience.
One of the most important
things is that whatever makes you
happy, you should stay with it.

When we are caught up in the
game of love, friends seem to
drop out of the picture. It is important not to
lose sight of
your good
friends
though,
because
things
don't
always
turnout
the way
you plan.
Friends can
be the source
of happiness
before you enter
an intimate relationship, so if your
friend makes you happier than the significant
other you are with, more
time should be spent with
your friend.
Even after being in a relationship for years, nothing can be for
certain. Especially when there is a
distance that separates you. A
relationship with a real friend is
more unconditional, and likely to
last longer.
Another important thing: Life
is too short to spend it with someone who makes you miserable. If
things don't seem to be getting
better with someone, they proba-

bly
never will
Chances are that
you'll find someone better
than you imagined. Choice should
not come without thought though.
Weigh the pros and cons, being
careful not to overlook any outstanding cons. If s all right to be
picky. Trust your instincts, not
your eyes.
Honesty is also crucial. Lies can

always come back to haunt you
one way or another. If you often
find yourself lying to someone
or being bed to, then you
probably shouldn't be with
that person. Someone
should only be given so
many chances to be
trusted. If you know
you're being manipulated into believing a
Be, why pretend to
trust?
If your significant
other is always
yelling at people for
the little things they
do wrong, it is likely
they judge you in die
same way, but won't
tell you about it
Humility is therefore
also important to have, for
you as wen as the one you
love. Realizing your own
mistakes helps you become a
better person. If he or she
always points the finger of
blame at you, they better have a
good reason for it Let* s face it,
guys, being in the doghouse sucks.
But is it always our fault?
That brings me to another
point Arguing can get a point
across, but yelling doesn't Think
about it — you can still get your
point across by talking in a lower
voice. Talking in a normal voice can
be just as effective as yelling. To

prove this, I shall give an example.
As you may have guessed, I had
to learn a lot from the last relationship that I was in. When she was
upset she raised her voice. At that
time, I fek like yelling, but knew mat
would only make me more upset
than I already was. Talking in a low
tone also uses less energy than
yelling. So while I tried to remain
calm, telling her what I felt in a low
voice, she sounded ridiculous
yelling, especially in a crowded public place. The sound of couples arguing is never pleasant
Another thing about arguments:
Sometimes a night of rest can help
resolve an issue more peacefully.
People get wrapped up in the
moment too easily and end up saying things they probably don't
mean. We've all heard this before.
Separating yourself from the situation, taking time to cool down, and
evaluating how upset you should
be leaves fewer issues to resolve
than all the chaos that would ensue
after a long and heated argument
Life isn't always easy, so something that makes it even harder
should be reconsidered. A healthy
relationship should make you feel
happy. Like I said, life is too short
You only get one. Why spend it in
misery? Some things have to be
learned the hard way. Once you
have learned, you should be careful not to put yourself in the same
situation again.

Richmond store owner says skateboarders' image is misunderstood

Jessica McEuen
is owner and
manager of the
Hijinx
Skatethop,
formerly Void
Skateshop, In
Richmond.

My name is Jessica
McEuen and I am a
skateboarder. I
own/manage the Void Skateshop.
We advertise in The Progress
and have had only positive feedback from the students.
Recently, one of our ads
received a complaint from a member of the community concerning
the use of the word "thrash."
Ashley, who is in charge of our ad
account informed me of this when
dropping off last week's issue of
The Progress.
As a representative of a
rather controversial sport, I am
used to such misunderstandings. Skater slang has been misinterpreted for decades. The
word "thrash" was thought to be
destructive and derogatory,
when in fact, it means only to
skate with all that you are.
If I were to say that I was
going to go thrash Richmond, it
would mean that I am going to

skate my hardest downtown.
There is a very popular skateboarding magazine that has been
in publication for over 20 years
entitled Thrasher. I can fully
understand the citizen's concern
about the unknown; however, my
efforts to make this community
aware of the innocence of these
kids seems to be in vain.
I have been around skaters
since eighth grade. They are
your children. They statistically
have grade point averages of 3.0
or higher. They use skating as
their addiction. It keeps them off
the drugs that their image is so
commonly associated with.
Many people do not realize
that a good number of those
scary kids wearing black and
sporting colored hair are proclaimed "straight-edge" which
publicly denounces the use of all
stimulates, in some cases including nicotine and caffeine. Many
of these kids are even vegan.

THE BOTANY BAY

I would like people in
Richmond to be more aware of
these kids, and realize that they
are just kids. Every generation
has its greasers and its hippies
and its rockers. This generation's unaccepted youth just happens to be skaters. Adults tend
to lose touch with the sense of
their own childhood. They forget
that 20 years ago they too were
pushed away and made fun of.
This city is so quick to accept
the bar life, and the 10 liquor
stores downtown and the 15
tobacco warehouses and the 20
bars in a five-block radius
because it is expected from a
college town. What about the
kids between the ages of 10 and
20? They are too old for
Richmond's organized kid's
fests, and too young for the bar
life, which should not be something that these kids should be
looking forward to.
I dress differently, act differ-

DO YOU NEED A JOB?

Hemp Company

Then get one!

Cool Stuff for Cool People!

Positions for Advertising Representatives
(Ad Reps.) are now open at the Eastern
Progress. For more information, call
Stephanie at 622-1881 or drop by Donovan
Annex Rm. 118 and pick up an application.

jwdty from Scream, ProPierce, and Infatuation
large guage jewelry than you have
ever seen beforel
Porter Ptaza
Just oft 1-75 at exl $7
Behind Daewoo on The Bypass
Hours:
11-7 Mon-Sat

Pro

623-HEMP

FREE GIFT WITH PURCHASE
Vow 7/ receive convenient travel-sizes of:
LUXIVA" L»«ine Lipcolor
LUXIVA' AHA Incentive Complex

ently and live differently. People
in high school called me a freak.
But it was only the people that
got to know me that realized I
had a 4.0 (".PA, worked 40 hours
a week, had a car I paid for, and
had no intention of smoking cigarettes, pot or wasting my weekend seeing how many beers I
could drink without puking.
I opened a skateshop, a place
where misfits could come and
not be judged. They can hang
out, play video games, talk
about girls and just be accepted.
The Richmond Register tried
to do an article on us back in
March, but it only talked about
our shop and my involvement.
I want the focus to be on the
kids, and clearing up the hurtful
misconceptions that label these
guys as trouble. Years ago I
tried very hard to get the city to
accept us. I attended city commission meetings on a regular basis (as
a sophomore in high school) and

got petitions going and research
done. Unfortunately, it was not the
right timing, and the mayor more
or less told us we were not welcome. I have several letters out to
commission members, I am a member of the Chamber, and I have statistics out to both mayoral candidates. Kay Jones and several other
commission members have
stopped to tell them about their
changed views on us.
Also, the university has
recently allowed skaters to use
the Alumni Coliseum parking lot
again. (Which, by the way, was
so greatly appreciated.) These
gradual bouts of confidence
make me think that maybe this
would be a good time to
approach this issue once again.
I simply want people to
understand and accept. EKU has
a growing skater population, and
it is very obvious to us that they
have a voice that yearns to be
heard as well.

Tattoos
by Chris
and
Drew

140
E.MainSt.
625-9394
(•cro.tn-omS.Kt.fi)

$10 OFF
tattoo
or
piercing
with this ad!

Mon-Sat.

Body
Piercing
by
Brandy

Noon-8pm

Simply the Best Shop in Town

Do you
neod

LUXIVA" Nighttime Recovery Creme
LUXIVA" Creme Bliwh

extra

cm?
Weft's
(BarSer Shop
144 Big Hi Awe. • Richmond. KY 623-3985
•(Hll »*li *. poi.h.«- .<(«...«««•* Mr* Norwun i™»Hi prnhftl ■*nm.
arcanri m» m.luJnl < Met «M «Mc will bM M pjfl*fu°nf Mtrfc V«nun
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one fudrcut at a time.
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Mon. - Ftt 7 am - 6 p.m. • Closed on Sat t Sun.

Got a news tip? Give The
Progress a call at 622-1882.
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624-9825
Carriage Gate Shopping Center
Richmond, KY
Home MM - Sat 10 ML - 7 ML
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The Eastern
Progress is hiring!
Positions include
Copy Editors.
Writers & Ad Reps.
For more information
call us at 622-1881
or stop by Donovan
Annex Room 118.
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BUSINESS AND
ENGINEERING MAJORS:

LET'S TALK FINANCE.

ANNOUNCING AK STEEL'S AFRICAN-AMERICAN BUSINESS AND ENGINEERING SCHOLARSHIP
Here's good news for African-American business or engineering majors. You may be eligible for a
$4,000 scholarship from AK Steel. You must be entering your third or fourth year of undergraduate
studies at a four-year accredited college or university, and be a graduate from a high school in Butler
or Warren counties in Ohio. Find out more by visiting www.alcsteel.com or make an appointment to
visit your financial aid office. Don't delay, applications must be received
by the Middletown Community Foundation by December 31, 2002.

^m
^rfcl

AK Steel
www.aksteel.com

Katie Weitkamp, editor

Accent
The Eastern Progress I www.easternprogress.com

►Look at Sports
We have all the coverage of Roy Kidd's last
home game. See how
he and fans reacted
on page B6.
Thursday, November 14, 2002

A^ Donations from heart and head^A

Ksvin Martnf>rograu
>nTChristal Blevlns watches as WWtam Teater, owner ol Hair Sensation Salon, runs his hands through Rachael TuruBTnew shorter tresses. Turull donated over a foot of hair to the Locks of Love foundation.

Students cut off hair to help children
BY AUSHA HOCXPWHTH

■ Contributing writer

With a nervous smile and her two friends
beside her, Rachael Turull went for a drastic
change Friday afternoon at Hair Sensations
Salon.
Tm nervous, but I'm more excited." she
said. Her new 'do wasn't just about gaining
a new style.
After a month and a half of thinking it
over, Turull, a l£year-oki sophomore, was
ready to make the cut William Teater was
just the man for the job.
Teater, a licensed hairdresser and the
owner of Hair Sensations Salon, is the only
Locks of Love affiliate in Richmond, offering
free cuts and styles for people donating 12
or more inches of hair. While Turull was
there to donate her hair, Teater was there
donating his time.
"More and more (people are) coming in
all the time," Teater explained. He has been
sending hair to Locks of Love for two years
off and on, but in June it became official
after he contacted the Locks of Love office.
He snapped a "before" photo of Turull to
add to the album he keeps in his salon, and
then it was the moment everyone was waiting for. Turull took her place in the chair
and braced herself for what was coining.
Teater pulled back her hair and carefully
cut through her thick locks. He held up
about a foot of her hair, secured it with a
rubber band and placed it on the counter.
1 feel l«hL" Turull said, "lake it already."

Tm really excited for her," said Turull's
friend Christal Blevins, who had come along
for support "She's never had her hair short
before, so it's an experience for her."
Turull made the decision to donate her
hair to Locks of Love after seeing an ad for
makeovers in The Eastern Progress.
"I called Mr. Teater and thought maybe
I'd want to do it," she said.
Turull, who has always had long hair,
hadn't made a definite decision until she visited the Locks of Love Web she. Once she
saw the "before" and "after" shots of the children who received the vacuum-fitted hairpieces made entirely of hair that people have
donated, she knew it was something she
wanted to do.
"It's not just about how they look." Turull
said. "If s about how they feeL
If s something you can feel good about
doing. You may only (donate) once, but that
one time may change a child's life forever,"
she explained. "You may even like (your
style) better."
With that thought in mind, Turull
watched as Teater continued to style her
hair. "I love K," she said. "I feel great"
Teater was also feeling pretty good.
"I love doing it every time I do h," he said.
He considers it one of the best things he
has done in his life.
"I lay down every night thinking about
what I did that day," Teater commented.
"You can ... think, well I did something
good today that is going to last for years."
There are a number of salons across the

state affiliated with Locks of Love, including
three in Lexington, one in London and one
indMchrnond. However, hair can be cut anyMk and mailed in. According to the Web
site, www.locksoflove.org, hair donations
must be at least 10 inches long and bundled
in a ponytail or a braid. It takes 10 to 15
ponytails to make one hairpiece for a child.
Many of the children who receive the
donated hair suffer from alopecia areata,
which causes permanent hair loss.
According to the Web site, the majority of
the donated hair comes from children wish
ing to help another child
But Turull isn't the only Eastern student
hoping to change a child's life with her
donated hair. In September, Lindsay
Hanson, an elementary education major
from Liberty, got brave and cut her hair oft
She said at first she was shocked, but now
really enjoys her new look
Sandra Thompson, an 18-year-old freshman, donated her hair over a month ago in
Lexington.
"I grew it out with the intention of donating it to Locks of Love," she said. T knew it
was going to a person who would appreciate
it more."
Derek Fraser, a l$yearoki sophomore,
got his hair cut in PaintsviUe.
"I knew that when I cut my hair I was
going to give it to them," he said. "I was glad
it was going for a good purpose...."
"It's kind of a double thing," said Turull
of her donation. They get brand new hair
and so do you."

BEFORE
AND
AFTER
Makeovers aren't just for women
anymore. Even men are donating
their tresses to Locks of Love.
Derek Fraser, a sophomore, cut
his hair in PaintsviUe about a month
ago. He said that it was just time for
him to cut his hair. He donated it to
Locks of Love, an organization which
makes specially vacuum-fit hairpieces for children with hair loss due
to medical problems.

Kevin Martin/Progress

Rachael Turull says goodbye to her long hair for a while. She said
she was nervous, but also excited about cutting most of her hair off.

Thinking of
cutting it all off?
•Hair Sensations Salon in
Richmond is located at 3600
BereaRd.
•Teater gives a free cut and
style to those who donate at
least 12 inches of hair.
•The cuts are Mondays and
Wednesdays but other times can
be arranged.
•Call 85*626-5005 for :
information or to make an
appointment
•Visit www.locksoflove.org
for more information about the
not-for-profit organization and
ways you can help.
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TODAY
8 p.m.
A dance theatre concert will be
held in the Student Services
Auditorium. Tickets are $4 for
students and S6 for non-students.
8 p.m.
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
will meet in the Jaggers Room of
the Powell Building.
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Christina Cathcart, editor

TUESDAY

PROGRESS

PICK

4 p.m.
Brad Wood, a professor in the
department of history, will
speak on The Making of a Slave
Society: Colonial Plantations on
the Cape Fear River" in Crabbe
Library, Room 108.

Singing among the stars

Vocal ensemble
jazzes up campus

9 p.m.
"Whose Line is it Anyway?" will
be performed by I>eigh tfcmlrr
and audience volunteers tonight
in the Combs Building. Ferrell
Room.

SATURDAY
12 a.m.

The Ice Colonels play the
Vanderbilt Commodores tonight
at the Lexington Ice Center and
Sunday at 2 p.m.

SUNDAY
4 p.m.
The Diversity Office will host a
gospel sing in the Student
Services Building Auditorium.
The event will feature the EKU
Gospel Ensemble and the
Berea Gospel Ensemble. The
event is open to the public and
admission is free.
6-8 p.m.
The Diversity Office presents
study nights in the Student
Services Building. Room 442.
This event also repeats on
Monday nights at the same time
and place. Call Terrell Thorton at
622-6587 for more information.

•aaaaaai

Have a campus event or
activity? Contact Christina
Cathcart at 622-1882
or by email at
progress@acs.eku.edu.

Kevin Martin/Prrjgraas

Jesse Jones, a junior music major, practices some
soulful tunes Tuesday night in preparation for the
Vocal Jazz Ensemble's performance at 8 p.m. tonight.

BY Ciwiim Camm
What* on Tap edHor
From soulful ballads to <
getic scats, Richmond is fuD of
places to hear music.
Opportunities to enjoy Bve performances abound on campus
as well.
Tonight is jazz night. The
Eastern vocal Jazz Ensemble, a
performance group composed
of five student singers and four
student musicians, performs at
8 p.m. in Brock Auditorium.
The concert, which is the
first of two this school year,
exclusively features the musk
of Kerry Marsh, a composer
from the University of North
Texas.
Tunes will include songs
such as "You Taught My Heart
to Sing" and "Fry Me to the
Moon.' The 30-minute show
will also feature songs from
Stevie Wonder, Shirley Horn
and Frank Sinatra.
"If you like jazz, this is a good
way to experience it five," said
Hunter Hensley, director of the
group.
"The only way to find the
kind of music that you like is to

Help Save A Life
Donate Plasma Today.

«

You're never
going to know
what you like
until you actually
listen to it

6 p.m.
Women's Activist Group will
meet in the Powell Lobby.
9 p.m.

Pride Alliance will meet in the
Combs Building, Room 427.

WEDNESDAY
8 p.m.
The EKU String Orchestra will
present a concert tonight in Brock
Auditorium. Admission is free.

—Nicole Golden
Freshman vocal music major

UPCOMING

»
search it out," said Nicole
Golden, a freshman vocal
music performance major.
"You're never going to know
what you like until you actually
listen to it"
Those interested in performing with the group are not
required to be music majors to
audition.
The group will be taking
auditions for the spring semester in the next few weeks. For
more information, contact
Hensley at 622-1337.

Nov. 21
InnerVision Collision will be in
concert at MF Hooligan's with
Left Foot Down at 9 p.m. Cover is
$5. Must be 21 to enter.
Dec 5
The final Chautauqua lecture of
the semester will feature Hayward
Mickens, a music professor.
Mickens will speak on "Love's
Complexities
and
Their
Expression in Popular Musk of
the Twentieth Century" at 7:30
p.m. in the Student Services
Building Auditorium.

CHURCH DIRECTORY
Vbyiid.nl Life Mlaistries
305 Gen Lane (behind Recordsmilh)
Phone: 859-625-5366
Sunday school.' 10 a.m.
Sun. Morning Worship- 11 a.m.
Sun. Evening Worship: 6 p.m.
Wednesday evening: 7 p.m.
Radio Services: Weekdays at 1:30 p.m.
oaWCBR 1110 AM
Van rides available on or off campus.
(Contact church & leave message.)
Big HUI Avenue Christian
129 Big Hill Ave.
Phone: 859-623-1592 (office)
Phone: 859-623-6600 (answering
machine)
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Monday Worship: 10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship: 6 p.m.
On Wednesday. Christian Studenis
Serving Christ meets at 7 p.m. Call
the office ai one of the numbers listed
above for transportation to meetings
Caarca of Christ
461 Tobiano (in Brookline Sub. off
Goggins Lane
West side 1-75)
Sunday: 9:30 a.m.. 10:20 a.m. 6 p.m.
College Bible Study: Wednesdays. 7
p.m.
Ride: 624-2218 or 985-1924
Episcopal Church of Oar Savioar
2323 Lexington Rd (US. 25 N.)
Phone: 859-A23-I226
Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Adult Education. 9:30 am.
Canterbury Fellowship: Tuesday at
11:45 at Powell Chill
Faith Created Assembly of God
1783 Lancaster Rd.
Service limes Sunday. 10 45 a.m.
Wednesday Family Night: 7 p.m
For ndes or more information call 859623-4639.
First Amanct < aarch
1405 Barnes Mill Rd
Phone: 859-624-9878
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 8:27 am.. 10:45 a.m.
IL 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer and cell
group*: 7.00 p.m
College age fellowship activities. Fall
and Spring Retreat
For free transportation to Sunday services, call 859-624-987*
First Baptist < harrh
350 W. Main at Lancaster Ave.
Phone: 859-623-4028
Sunday School: 9 40 am
Sunday Worship- 8:30 am. 11 a.m A
6 pm.
Wednesday Worship: 6:15 p.m.
SUB S - 730 p.m. at BSU Censer.
Supper and BMc Study

First Pmbyteriaa Church (PCUSA)
330 W. Main St.
Phone: 859-*23-5323
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 11 a.m.
Weekly Bible Study: Monday. 10 a.m..
in the Church Parlor
Family Night Supper: (weekly and
tree!) Wednesday. 6 p.m.. in the
Fellowship Hall.
First tatted Methodist Caarra
401 West Main Si.
Phone: 859-623-3580
Worship Services Sunday 8:15 a.m &
9.40 am. A 11 a.m.
Sunday School: 9:40 a.m.
Wednesday Night Live Meal: 5:15 p.m.
(free lo EKU students!)
Coffee House Saturday Night: 5:30
p.m. and Message: 6 p.m.
Richmond First Church of the
Nazarta*
136 Aspen Ave.
Phone: 859-623-5510
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship: 10:40 a.m.
Sunday evening: 6 p.m
Wednesday: 7 p.m - Bible Study.
Youth. College & Career. Children s
Programs
Si. Stephen CataoMc Newman Center
405 University Dr.
Phone: 859-623-9400
Sunday Mass: 5 p.m.
Sunday Supper 6 p.m. ($ 1.00)
Inquiry classes for becoming Catholic
Wednesday 7 p.m.
Newman Night for all students: Wed 9
p.m.
St Thomas Latheraa Caarch
1285 Barnes Mill Rd.
Phone: 859-623-7254
Sunday Traditional Service: 8:30 a.m.
Sunday School: 9:45 am
Sunday Contemporary Worship: II

Trinity Missionary Baptist Chorea
Jack t Creek Pike A VS. 25 N.
Tony Herald. Minister
Phone X59-625-6S6K
Sunday School: 9:45 am
Sunday Worship Service II im and 6
p.m
Wednesday Service- 7 p.m
Wednesday Night Youth Meeting: 6d#
p m.. with food and refreshment!
Expository Bible Preaching: Doctrines '
of Grace. Baptist Perpetuity

End of Benmnglon Ct (;
Arlington)
Mailing address 1432 F;
Phone 859-6230382
Sunday School: 9 45

Sunday Worship: 10:45 ajn. A 6 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer & Bible Study 7

p.m.
Transportation available
White Oak Paad Christian
(Disciples of Chris!)
1238 Barnes Mill Rd. (at Goggins
Lane)
Phone 859-623-6515
Sunday Worship: 9 a.m. A 11 a.m.
Coffee Fellowship: Sundays. 10 a.m.
Sunday School: 10:15 a.m.
Flight 7:07— a contemporary praise and]
worship service, Sundays at 7:07 p.m
Monday Prayer Experience : 5:30
p.m
Wednesday Dinner and Bible Study: 6
p.m.
Unitarian-Universalist Fellowship
209 St. George St.
Where religion and reason meet.
Adult service, youth program, and preschool care.
Sunday morning at 10:45
Family Night: last Sunday of the
month.
For more information, call 859-6234614 or 859-626-9940.
I rialtv (hurra PC A
3l5SpanglerDr.
(behind Pizza hut off the by-pass)
Richmond. Ky. 40475
Worship at 9.50 a.m.
Sunday School at II 10 a.m.
Pastor Curt Gardner
Phone: 859-624-8910
Web pagewildcatblue com Users inrot)|
Richmond Chart* of Christ
7I3W Main St
Services: Sunday Bible School 9 a.m.
Sunday worship 10 am.
Sunday evening 6 p.m.
Wednesday Bible School 7 p.m
Colonels For Christ 9 p.m Thursday
Powell Building
r. 62M535

Around&About

Christina Cathcart, editor
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Globetrot to graduation: study abroad
BY CHWETWA OPHCAHT

Around&About editor

Studying in the same
place every day is supposed to be a good study
habit. But sometimes a
change of scenery is just
the thing to keep study
habits strong.
Next summer, dozens of
study-abroad programs are
available to Eastern students
for both undergraduate and
graduate credit. Trips through
both the Cooperative Center for
Study Abroad and Kentucky
Institute for International Studies
can provide a change of scenery at a
discount.
"If you have any interest in studying abroad, this is the time to do it —
before jobs, marriages or whatever,"
said Kelli Carmean. an anthropology
professor and Eastern's contact person for KIIS. "You need to be thinking about it now so you can get all of
your ducks in a row."
Preparing for studying abroad
should start early. From getting
immunization shots to getting a passport, the application process and
preparation for financial aid can take
several months to complete.
"In the past, some of the courses
get full before the deadline," said
Anne Gossage, an English professor
and contact for CCSA. "If students
are really interested in a course, they
should sign up early, like before
Christmas."
Class sizes in both programs average at about 20 students.

Site-seeing
CCSA www.ccsa.eku.edu
KQS: wwwJkus.org

place,"
Gossage said.
"We set everything up for the students so they don't
have to worry about
logistics."
CCSA programs
travel to Kenya,
Australia, Barbados,
Belize, Ghana, Ireland
and
Singapore.
Program subjects
range from anthropology to journalism.
CCSA is also hosting five programs in London next summer, with
topics ranging from Shakespeare to
social work.
KIIS.

CCSAL

Courses in CCSA meet for class
two days a week and have a class
field trip at least once a week. The
rest of the time can be spent traveling around surrounding areas.
"When you go on your own, you
constantly have to be worried about
where you're going to stay or how
you're going to get to the next

KIIS programs travel to Central
and South America, Europe, Africa
and Asia; programs going to nonEnglish speaking areas will have bilingual tour guides. Program subjects
vary from agriculture to political science.
KIIS courses meet for about an
hour Monday through Friday and
have many structured trips for stu-

^X^

dents to attend.
Although there will be course
work. KIIS and CCSA both provide
students with the syllabus months in
advance so that students can enjoy
the trip instead of getting buried with
homework.
"We feel that just being there and
seeing these places is part of their
education," Carmean said.
• Most of these trips are from a
month to six weeks long and are
priced from $2,00O-$5,5O0. Tuition is
waived in both programs to reduce
cost for students, but students can
still get financial aid for the other
costs in the programs. These costs

IVI

include lodging, airfare and other
expenses.
Financial aid is available for all
study-abroad programs.
Scholarships are available from
both CCSA and KIIS and the
International Studies office. Student
loans can also be used if students
qualify.
There will be a study abroad fair
from 10 a.m.-3 p.m. Tuesday in the
Powell Lobby which will include information on all study-abroad programs
available to students next year. For
more
information,
go
to
www.ccsa.eku.edu, www.ccsa.ee or
www.kiis.org.

Programs available
Spain
London
Austria
Ecuador
Scotland
Germany
China
Jtpan
Australia
Singapore
Ghana
Belize

London
France
Brazil
Mexico
Costa Rica
Mexico
Denmark
Italy
Ireland
Kenya
Scotland
Barbados
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TOM PETTY MEARTBREAKERS

ALL NEW ROCK & ROLL SHOW
WITH SPECIAL GUEST

JACKSON BROWNE
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6
RUPP ARENA
ON SALE
SATURDAY 10AM

TICKETS STAKTWiG AT $29.50
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Senior safety Tim Roberts grabs the face mask of SEMO's Kelki Mlsipeka during the 35-21 loss last Saturday at home. Roberts led the team in tackles with 13 total.

Colonels drop Kidd's final home game
BvmCAiWEU.
Sports editor

Kevin MaflwvProgrsss
Redehirt freshman receiver Man Mnsr catches a 32-yard tojctKJownpe^ from querteibeckToMs Turner
for tie onry offensive touchdown for the Colonels in the game. Mater grabbed six passes for 81 yards.

T~^°y Kidd's last home
w\game ended in disap■JLXpointment last Saturday
as his Colonels were defeated by
Southeast Missouri 35-21. The
game became the "Willie Ponder
Show" as SEMO's senior wideout
caught nine passes for 185 yards
and three touchdowns for the
Indians.
"He's got my vote for an AilAmerican." said Kidd of Ponder.
"I knew he was talented but he
really showed me something. We
just couldn't find an answer for
him."
Eastern jumped out to an
early lead in the game courtesy
of two Adam Smkh field goals in
the first quarter as the defense
kept SEMO off the board.
"We needed touchdowns
instead of those field goals." Kidd
said. "We had great field position
twice and we couldn't take advantage at adjust six seconds into the second quarter, SEMO tailback
Keiki M isipeka broke through
the line, bulldozing Ins way for
the four-yard touchdown to put
die Indians up 7-6. On SEMO's
next possession, quarterback
Jack Tomco completed a 39vard
touchdown pass to Ponder to
take an eight-point lead over the
Colonels.

Dedication a must for EKU Dance Team
BVLBCAM>BX

SpotUedHot
Commkmrnt That's what it
take* to be on die Eastern dance
team.
The members of the dance
team practice five days a week
for an hour and 45 minutes and
go to nearly al home footbal and

one might imagine. Laird said
she is constantly striving to help
the team and its member* financiaiy.
"We're the only part of athletics that is not on scholarship,
although we've been told that
we're next in fine when funds
become avaiahk," Laird said
ljfJTu 'Vsasu OIP SOasVflCS QflluW

"If« a big ujusisuueis and it
takes up a lot of time, but k is def■stely worth it," said freshman
dance team member Jessica
rlowet
First-year coach Lisa Laird
said that when she took over the
coaching duties she found the
team in tremendous shape.
"(Former coach) Joni
Stephens bad ready estabfished a
ready good program. Laird said
Laird is assisted by Nikki
Both i isi lies are former
say* the two coaches

tobrfpi
The

Lisas here for the
■dim here
girls with their ros>
staff"
a hit more that

ment provides the dance team
with about 84.000. The women
have to purchase everything
rise
It cows the girls quite a bit to
participate in the beginning.
They have to pay for dance camp,
which is 8200 as wef as shoes
and many other things." Laird
«aid "1 try to keep the cost down
as much as poaaMe. namgh
The team's low budget forces
them to only compete in national
cwoyrution every other year, as
opposed to competing each year.
It coats around $10000 to go
and compete, and we just can't
afford that rrery year." Laird

just going to keep getting better
and improving." Ftowrl said.
The team has two captains
this yean sophomores Mindy
Faith and Emily Mathis. Both
raptans are from KM lam aid and
bring a wealth of dance experience, as wei as leaderwap cap*
bssties. to the team. Neither captain takes her rrspoossbssties on
the team ighoy
"We have to make sure every
one is here on time and if they're
not we have to report it to the
coaches." Faith said. Them are
serious punishments for not
showing up and stuff because it's
wo niportanf that we're afl fhrre,"
MJufttf agreed.
"We have to take a leadership
role when our coaches aren't
here." die said Tm just here for
the team anytime they need me."
The dance team is is the
process of preparing for die has
ketball season. Many of the
said they are excited
from footbal to

Her the band's music but this just
gives us an opportunity to
branch out" Maths said.
Laird said that the team performs a variety of dance that
ranges from lap bop and jazz to
kick routines.
nfe base eight routines right
now. but we're wotting on four
more for basketball season."
Laird said. "We try to give the
crowd a dafferent performance
every mne.So what does it take to be on
the Eastern dance team aside
from commitment and a little
cash? A good deal of tafest
The talent level that these
girls base is snaring." LaM said,
"lfs so much higher than when I
was on thr team 15 years ago.
Many of the guis have bees
danca^ssrenVy could i
1 jomed my first ■
in stxfh grade." Manas said
Tryoutsare
a. lone a. they
of the dance moves
are
Itobrosfhr
hat
.afew words of
C for those
Ton have to be 1M)
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Eastern answered with a
touchdown of its own as senior
quarterback Travis Turner completed a 32-yard touchdown pass
to redshirt freshman receiver
Matt Miller. Eastern then completed a two-point conversion to
tie the game up 14-14.
On the Indians' next possession, Eastern's Justen Rivers
picked off a Tomco pass and took
it 81 yards for the score to put the
Coloneb into the lead for the first
time since the first quarter.
With just a little over a minute
remaining in the first half, Tomco
drove his team down the field on
a five-play 59 scoring drive that
was culminated by a 17-yard
touchdown pass to receiver
Jamel Oliver. The score was tied
at 21 going into hatftime.
The second half of the game
belonged solely to SEMO. as the
Colonels proved unable to move
the ball against the Indians'
defense. Ponder caught two
more touchdown passes from 40
and 13 yards out, respectively, to
make the final score 35-21.
"Honestly, I fed we're too predictable on offense." said senior
cornerback Sunsett Graham.
"Every team we play knows that
we're so basic that all they have
to do is shut our run down."
The Indians did indeed shut
down the Colonels running game
as they held tailbacks C.J.
Hudson and Terry Emus to 36

and 22 yards respectively.
"You gotta win the war up
front if you want to win and if s as
simple as that" Kidd said.
Turner completed eight of 16
passes for 87 yards and the
touchdown. Six of his completions were to Miller, who caught
six posses in aD for a total of 81
yards and the sole offensive
touchdown.
On the other side of the batt.
SEMO's Corey Klnsey led all
rushers with his 102 yards on 14
carries. Misipeka carried the bsJ
19 times for 93 yards and the
touchdown. Tomco completed 20
of his 31 passes for 283 yards and
four touchdowns.
In total Eastern was held to
just 194 yards of total offense as
opposed to SEMO's 463 yards.
1 knew going into the game
with SEMO that we were gonna
have to put up a lot of points to
win." Kidd said. "We just couldn't
match up with their receivers and
their quarterback made some
The Colonels final game of
the season will be against
Tennessee State University Nov.
21 in NashvuV. Tern. The game
b scheduled to begin at 8 pjn.
"If we don't do well wel get
beat again." Kidd said. They
have a lot of talent, and like
SEMO they're capable of putting
a lot of points on the board."
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Volleyball finishes weekend 2-1
BY

Bum 0—ON

7B8SSS tportt editor

«

R^n Bsflkt/Progmtt
Freshman middle blocker Jana Locker sets a ball for a teammate
during practice Tuesday In the Weaver gymnasium.

Eastern's women's volleyball
team finished the last three of
their six-game road trip last
Saturday, picking up two wins
and aloes to make their record
10-18 lor the season.
Eastern traveled to Belmont
University last Thursday looking
for a win but fell short and was
defeated 2-3.
Eastern won the first game
by scores of 30-25 and dropped
the second game 28-30.
"It was a complete awakening
for our team," senior middle
blocker MarisaKawa said.
Eastern rallied to win the
third game of the match, but
Belmont came back and won the
final two games to decide the
match by scores of 2630 and 1015.
Eastern was led by senior
Becky Galati, who scored a double-double and a match-high 23
kills and 12 digs. With GalatJ's
12 digs, she moved into the No.
1 spot as Eastern's leading scorer with 1.433 career digs.
Sophomore Lesley Aldridge
followed Galati's stellar performance with 16 kills and 17 digs,
while senior middle blocker
Kawa recorded 13 kills during
the evening.
The following day, Eastern
traveled to Samford University
in Birmingham, Ala. to take on a
future Ohio Valley Conference
rival. Samford, as well as
Jacksonville State University in
Alabama, will join the confer-

...We're going to have to go into
the tournament ready to beat
some good teams.
— Marisa Kawa
Senior middle blocker
»
ence during next year's season
"We worked really hard after
the Belmont game and really
worked as a team" Kawa said.
Eastern won the contest,
snapping a five-match losing
streak by scores of 30-27, 30-24,
2931 and 30-24.
"I thought we came off the
next night ready to play, we really started to play well," Duncan
said.
With a season-high 33 kills.
Galati led the Colonels in the victory and followed up with eight
digs on the evening. Kawa gave
Eastern 12 kills and five digs,
Kristi Kuzma added nine digs
and senior Carrie Adams scored
eight digs for the win. Freshman
Liz Guard pulled in 10 kills and
three block assists for the
Colonels' victory.
After the win at Samford,
Eastern traveled to take on
Jacksonville State University.
Eastern improved its record to
10-18 on the season with a win
over Jacksonville in a five-game

match by scores of 1930. 30-19,
24-30,24-30 and 16-14.
"Defense was the key in last
week's wins," assistant coach
Katie Leaf said. "It all started
with defense and everything
else fell into place."
Galati led Eastern in scoring
with a double-double by recording 20 kills, 10 digs and seven
blocks. Kawa followed with 16
kills, five digs and sue blocks on
the evening. Kuzma scored
seven digs( while Guard pulled
in six kills on the evening.
"I certainly felt like we should
have won all three of our games
this weekend, but I really believe
in my heart that if we had beaten
Belmont, we wouldn't have had
that wake-up can," Duncan said.
This Saturday Eastern will
play in its last home game, as
well as its last OVC match
before heading into next week's
OVC Tournament
"It's going to be sad playing
my last game at Eastern," Kawa
said.

Eastern wUl host Tennessee
State at 1 p.m. with Senior Day
festivities scheduled before the
match.
"We don't want to overlook
any team especially being this
close to tournament time, Leaf
said. "We're going to prepare for
them like we would any other
tram we've played."
The conference tournament
will be held Nov. 21-24. Time
and place is euH yet to be determined.
"I'd rather play Murray than
SEMO (Southeast Missouri
State) because we have beaten
Murray this season," Kawa said.
Depending on how other
teams in the conference pan out.
Eastern could possibly go into
the OVC Tournament as the No.
5 team or in die No. 6 spot If the
Colonels go in as the No. 5 team,
the team win play Murray State
University, which at press time
is ranked No. 4 in the conference.
"We are going to have to
work on our confidence a little
because we're going to have to
go into the tournament ready to
beat some good teams," Kawa
said.
If by chance Eastern draws
the sixth spot the team could go
up against Southeast Missouri
State University, which is holding down the three spot
"It's going to be difficult
going in to the tournament in
either the fifth or sixth spot but
once you get in, it doesn't matter," Leaf said.

Cross country team prepares for NCAA nationals
BY TYLER SUTTLE

Sports writer

Greensboro. N.C. will be the
site of the 2002 Southeast Region
Cross Country Championship.
Eastern's men's and women's
teams are looking to make some
noise against some of the best
competition in the country,
including nationally ranked
North Carolina State, William
and Mary College and Duke
University.
NC State is ranked first in the
southeast region men's poll and

is No. 19 nationally. William and
Mary is second in the region and
No. 29 nationally, and Duke is
third in the region and No. 30 in
the country.
"It's a very difficult region
because you have the Atlantic
Coast Conference teams, which
are very good traditionally in
cross country. North Carolina
State is one of the best teams in
the country," Eastern cross country coach Rick Erdmann said.
The Colonels wul also be competing against other nationally
prominent schools, such as the

University
of
Kentucky,
University of Virginia, Virginia
Tech, and University of North
Carolina.
The men's team, ranked
eighth in the region, will be running on a 10,000-meter course for
the first time this year.
"Ifs a mile further, 1.2 miles
further than they've run. and you
just deal with it" Erdmann said.
Ranked in the top 10 of the
region, the Eastern men are looking for at least a top five finish at
the meet
That will take the same kind

Basketball Is

of effort we had out of our top
four guys at the OVC. but we've
got to get a fifth guy somewhere
closer to them." Erdmann said.
Erdmann had said previously that
the gap between the fourth and
fifth was the primary reason for
the men's second place finish in
the Ohio Valley Conference
Instead of winning the title.
The OVC Champion Eastern
women's cross country team has
a difficult task as wdL
"Realistically, just to be in the
top 15 wfll be very challenging."
Erdmann said, "We had a 30-

some second gap between our
first and our fifth girl, and if we
could do that it would be great"
The favorite to win the
women's meet is Wake Forest,
ranked third in the nation. NC
State (6), Virginia (11), Duke
(14), Norm Carolina (18). James
Madison (27). and William &
Mary (30) also are ranked nationally.
There are more ranked
teams, nationally, than any other
region," Erdmann said of the
Southeast
Eastern will be led by mem-

bers of the AuOVC team, including men's seniors Alan Horton
and Eric VanOstrand, as well as
juniors Brent Reiter and Phil
Scott. Freshman Steve Maina
was named to the All-OVC
Second Team
The OVC champion women's
team placed four members on die
All-OVC First Team as well,
which included senior Tlffaney
Cartwright junior MoDy Datnlo,
sophomore Wendee Embry and
freshman Laura Schutte.
Freshman Erica Nichols made
the AttOVC Second Team

WE DELIVER FRESH SUBS
Open Monday - Saturday
11 a.m. - Midnight

626-0300
$1.15 Domestic Beer

Women's Basketball
Friday, Nov. 15th
at 7:30

r

$2.25 Imports
Mon.- $5 All You Can
• Domestics
Tues. - $l Draft and Hot Dog
Wed. - $3 All You Can Drink

FREE
| with Valid Stead,

Men's Basketball
Monday, Nov. 18th
at 7:30
vs. Charleston Bombers

• Draft and Bud light
• 50$ Whiskey

Thurs. - Ladies over 21 no cover
Fri. - $5 All You Can Drink

Students Admitted
FREE
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FOR MORE TICKET INFORMATION
CONTACT THE ATHLETICS TICKET
AT (899) 022 - 2122.
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• Domestic Draft (Cover Included)
• 75$ Ladies Well Drinks

Sat. - All You Can Drink
• Domestics & Wells
• $1 Top Shelf Imports
• $8 Ladies / $10 Guys
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A Bittersweet Farewell

Head football coach Roy Kidd talks to his players In the locker room before Saturday's game against Southeast Missouri State.

Kidd walks out of the locker room to accompany his team during
warm-ups. Eastern lost the contest by a final score of 35-21.

No place like home for Kidd
BY LEE CASWELL

Sports editor

When Koy Kidd took the
head coaching position
at Eastern Kentucky
University 39 years ago, he
found the team in disarray. In
his first season the team won
only three games.
But since then Kidd has
accomplished what only five
other college coaches can boast
about — he has won 314 games
as head coach.
Last Saturday, one of the
winningest college football
coaches of all-time lost his final
home game in the stadium that
bears his name.
Kidd said that the loss to
Southeast Missouri State
University hit him hard.
"The loss hurt, especially
losing my final home game,"
Kidd said. "But I was very
pleased that all the fans and
players came to say goodbye."
After the loss to SEMO. Kidd

and his family stood on a stage
at the 50-yard line in Roy Kidd
Stadium to bid farewell to fans,
current players and many former players. Several football
alumni that made the trip to
Richmond came to say goodbye
to the man some say changed
their lives forever.
Kidd was introduced by
Eastern President Joanne
Glasser, who applauded his
career and listed his achievements at Eastern. Those accomplishments include two I-AA
national championships and two
national Coach of the Year
awards.
"In the very competitive
world of collegiate athletics Roy
Kidd has always conducted
himself with a great deal of
poise, dignity and class,"
Glasser said. "He has led by his
example and he has shown us
the value of honor and tradition."
When Kidd took the stage to
speak, the crowd erupted in

applause for the man that put
Eastern football on the map.
"I want to thank everybody,
but above all I want to thank the
fans," Kidd said. "We've got
great fans and I deeply appreciate you standing by us all these
years."
"If s hard to believe that I've
been here 39 years," continued
Kidd, clearly emotional. Time
passes by so fast, I still remember the first time I walked out of
that locker room."
After Kidd spoke, he stayed
to talk with many of the Eastern
faithful that he said have
become very good friends over
the years.
"It would have been nice to
go out with a win at home,"
Kidd said. "But we've still got
one more left and I sure would
like to finish with a great game."
Roy Kidd's final game will
come at 8 p.m. next Thursday
against Tennessee State
University. The game will take
place in Nashville, Tenn.

Coach Kidd watches his team from the sidelines in their losing effort against SEMO. 1 didn't think we
played wed at all," Kidd said. "Nobody should come In here and beat us at home."

Forfurther
coverage of
Roy Kidd's
final home
game by Tyler
Suttle, please
log on to
www. easternprogress, com.

Photos by
Kevin Martin
Roy Kidd is joined by his wife, Sue, and his grandson Nicholas KuN after addressing the crowd following the
loss to Southeast Missouri State last Saturday. Kidd's final game wM be next Thursday vs. Tennessee State.
Roy Kidd talks with Southeast Missouri State s head coach Tim
Bflings before Saturday nights game.
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COLLEGEwdwcollegeprogram.com
PROGRAM
Mark your calendar NOW!
Disney is recruiting on campus.

Auditorium Student Services BMg

The Walt Disney World* College Program is a paid internship open to all majors
and all college levels. Presentation attendance la required to Interview.
You'l have the opportunity to:
• fluid your resume and earn practical, real world work experience with a world-renowned company!
• Take coiege courses whSe at Disney

you may even earn coftege credit!

• Make professional connections and Interact with guests from around the world!
• Network with MM Ofrney IKonW Resort leaders throiigh our Oiew Insla^ proajam.
• Live m a 34-hour secured, company-sponsored ruuslng cornplex wim students from across the
United States and Puerto Rico.

Log onto www.wclwcollegeprogram.coni for more information.
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